MentalBuddy: Expanding Access to Mental Healthcare Through Conversational Agents

Abstract
Voice interactions with conversational agents are becoming increasingly ubiquitous. At the same time, stigmas around mental health are beginning to break down, but there remain significant barriers to treatment. Mental health conditions are highly prevalent and people fail to receive help due to lack of access, information, or structures. We aim to address these problems by investigating the applicability of voice-based conversational agents for mental health. In this paper, we introduce our first prototype, MentalBuddy, present initial user feedback, and discuss the potential ethical implications of using conversational agents in mental health applications. With proper considerations, conversational interfaces have the potential to create scalable access to mental health prevention, diagnosis, and therapy.
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Introduction
Depression is highly prevalent [14], and although the conversation around mental health is evolving, stigmas are still
a key reason that people do not seek help [1]. Financial issues, service availability, wait times, and personnel shortages are also key barriers to treatment [1, 8]. Ubiquitous access to healthcare support through intelligent agents is one promising method to combat some of these barriers.

Researchers have identified a need for digital health tools to support home and remote treatment [25]. Independent conversational agents are one potential solution that can scale to huge populations and can collect additional contextual data if they are deployed in smartphones or embedded in homes. Prior work has shown that voice-based mental health evaluations are as effective as traditional paper-based methods [18], and text-based conversational agents have been effective in improving depression symptoms [8].

In this paper, we present a voice-based conversational agent (VCA), MentalBuddy, which is an at-home mental health evaluation tool. MentalBuddy measures depression symptoms in users by talking through a standardized questionnaire and then delivers recommendations. We conducted a pilot evaluation and found that MentalBuddy is highly usable, although trust is a concern and users have individual interaction preferences requiring personalization. We discuss the ethics of using VCAs for highly sensitive conversations about mental health and delivering difficult results to users. Overall, VCAs have the potential to increase access to mental health support in any location.

**Background**

Despite the potential benefits of implementing conversational user interfaces (CUIs) in healthcare, multiple reviews [4, 12, 9] found that the field is relatively new and more work is needed before they become clinically relevant. Recent work has investigated the use of CUIs to enhance mental health. Fitzpatrick et al. [5] attempted to make web-based cognitive behavioral therapy more engaging with a CUI, leading to a significant reduction in depression symptoms. Liu et al. [15] developed voice user interface (VUI) prototypes to support family caregivers with therapy exercises and report that although there were benefits to hands-free interaction, there was a high cognitive load requirement and concerns about discussing sensitive topics out loud. Previous research has also focused on preventative mental health care. For example, Muppirishetty et al. [19] and Lee et al. [13] developed VUIs to promote self-compassion. We aim to extend this body of work by enabling easy access to early diagnosis tools through VCAs.

**Implementation of MentalBuddy**

We created MentalBuddy using Google Assistant\(^1\) on a Google Nest Hub\(^2\). The Nest Hub has a screen to support users who desire visual support [20]. The primary dialogue flow begins with an introduction of information, proceeds through a standardized questionnaire, and finally delivers the results.

The users are guided through the PHQ-9 questionnaire [11], which was selected because it is short (9 questions) and commonly used [5]. We incorporated a standardized scale as a first step with the intention of adding more natural conversation dynamics in the future. We provided the users with their results using the SPIKES (Setting, Perception, Invitation, Knowledge, Empathy, and Strategy) protocol [2], which physicians use to deliver difficult news to patients.

We designed the personality of MentalBuddy to be friendly and non-judgmental, as well as rational and professional. The aim was to create a welcoming environment where

---

\(^1\)https://developers.google.com/assistant

\(^2\)https://store.google.com/us/product/nest_hub_2nd_gen
users are not afraid to say how they feel, while also emulating the professionalism of a therapist to instill trust.

Pilot Study: Initial Feedback
We conducted a pilot study with $N=10$ participants (6 female, 4 male), with an average age of 26.3 ($SD=2.54$) and a high affinity for technology interaction ($M=4.304$, $SD=0.86$). After interacting with MentalBuddy, the participants completed the User Experience Questionnaire (UEQ) [24] and UEQ+ scales for voice interaction [10], and participated in a brief semi-structured interview.

The results of the UEQ and UEQ+ are shown in Figures 2 and 3. MentalBuddy was rated positively in every category except for Trust, indicating that the system is usable, but there are concerns with sharing sensitive information. In the interviews, participants provided varying feedback on the personality of MentalBuddy, which matches prior work showing individual preference in VUI interactions [17]. For example, P3 said that they “did not feel judged” since they knew they were interacting with an artificial agent, while P7 found that the “robotic” voice did not sound empathetic. Notably these participants also had very high (2.00 — P3) and very low (-1.50 — P7) mean trust scores respectively.

Consequences for CUI Ethics
Trusting MentalBuddy MentalBuddy received a “neutral” Trust score, although trust ratings appeared to vary according to the subjective perceptions of MentalBuddy they expressed in the interviews. The interview responses are in line with literature showing that users do not feel judged while talking to chatbots [6], but prior work has also shown that trust is reduced when participants believe there is a human operator [16]. Although we attempted to give MentalBuddy a trusting personality, it is possible that our participants were not convinced that MentalBuddy was an independent agent.

Handling Sensitive Information. We consulted two Clinical Therapists to understand where they expect MentalBuddy to fit into the mental health process. The therapists saw opportunities for a VCA to act as either a pre-screening tool or as a mediating entity between patients at home and their therapist. In both roles, they imagined that MentalBuddy would share information about the patient with the therapist. There are basic ethical considerations in designing such a system, such as being transparent with how the data is shared and used, but it is also crucial to preserve user agency. Incorporating the right to transparent explanations [7] and the right to be forgotten [23] can both help move the system towards being an ethical partner.

One-Size-Fits-All Questionnaires. Standardized scales like the PHQ-9 [11] are commonly used in digital mental health studies because they are short and have clinical validation. However, Pendse et al. point out that such scales are not equally valid across all identities and cultures [22]. In particular, Borgogna et al. [3] found that the PHQ-9 is less sensitive to depression symptoms for gay men, questioning women, and queer men. Embedding standardized scales in technology is a common practice in HCI that unintentionally embeds biases into the decisions made by that technology. It is therefore crucial to critically analyze the lenses and standards through which the users will be viewed, especially in diagnostic applications. In future iterations, we would aim to leverage the flexibility of voice interaction to create a more dynamic, conversation-based approach to mental health. As suggested by [22], we should incorporate a focus on lived experience and seek to understand more context rather than categorizing users as quickly as possible.
Handling a Crisis. A conversational agent for mental health will likely have to deliver difficult results to some patients. We used the SPIKES protocol in our prototype to deliver results in an empathetic manner, but there are outstanding issues. If MentalBuddy delivers negative results to a user and their condition subsequently worsens, how should the system react? In its current form, the system is not equipped to handle a crisis situation, which is true of most mental health apps [21]. The debate around who should respond to mental health crises has increased recently, with calls to increase funding for unarmed crisis intervention teams to replace armed law enforcement for such tasks [22]. It is crucial for MentalBuddy and similar agents to consider crisis situations in the design phase.

Conclusion

In this paper we present MentalBuddy, a VCA that uses a standardized depression questionnaire to evaluate users and makes recommendations using an empathetic protocol. Users found MentalBuddy to be usable but had concerns with trust. We discuss the ethics of using conversational agents for highly sensitive evaluations and communicating difficult information. Overall, conversational agents have the potential to increase access and reduce barriers for users seeking mental health support.
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